
The First 1922 $500 Gold Certificate Face Plate 
By Jamie Yakes 

Congress awarded legal tender status to gold certificates in 1919, and the first series to bear a 
legal tender clause was the Series of 1922. This change prompted the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to 
alter a non-legal tender Series of 1882 $500 face into a 1922 face. The spectacular result was a plate that 
served two entirely different laws during its life. Notes printed from each version are shown in Figure 1. 

Series of 1882 gold certificates were authorized by the Act of July 12, 1882, and resulted from an 
embattled compromise between opposing factions in Congress. In the early 1880s the earliest chartered 
national banks were facing possible liquidation because their charters were close to expiring under the 
terms of the National Bank Acts of 1863 and 1864. Proponents for “soft money” favored national bank 
notes and the fiat legal tender notes they were exchangeable for, and fought for passage of legislation to 
allow national banks to extend their charters. In contrast, “hard money” supporters repeatedly blocked 
such legislation in order to discontinue national currency and see the nation’s currency based strictly on 
gold and silver. 

Figure 1.  These  two notes,  respectively  Series of 1882  and  1922, were printed  from  the 
same plate (48047) and same plate position (B). Obviously the plate was heavy altered  in 
order  to produce  the 1922  version.  Such alterations were  routine on high‐denomination 
plates, although this one probably involved a record number of revised elements. (Courtesy 
Lyn Knight Currency Auctions.) 
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The concession to both sides was the 1882 act that allowed national banks to extend their charters 
for 20 years, but also authorized the issuance of gold certificates backed by gold coin. The act allowed the 
Treasurer to “receive deposits of gold coin...in sums not less than twenty dollars, and to issue certificates 
therefor [sic] in denominations not less than twenty dollars.... Said certificates shall be receivable for 
customs, taxes, and all public dues, and when so received shall be reissued.” Congress never made gold 
certificates legal tender because they were exchangeable for gold coin and such a provision was 
superfluous.  

The lack of legal tender status, though, came to the forefront during World War I. By 1919, high 
demand for silver and declining silver production increased the bullion value of silver coins above their 
face value, and it became profitable to redeem silver certificates for silver dollars and sell the coins as 
bullion. As silver certificates comprised the majority of small-denomination bills, this had potential to 
cripple commerce. To prevent this, Treasury officials exercised provisions in an Act of March 4, 1907 to 
redeem large-denomination legal tender notes and replace them with small-denomination legal tenders to 
supplement the shortage of silver certificates.1 

Legal tender notes were the only paper money in the late 1910s deemed legal tender and were 
predominantly held by banks for making payments in legal tender required by certain contracts. 
Congress’s solution was to award legal tender status to gold certificates in an Act of December 24, 1919 
and free those high-denomination legal tenders. 

However, the issuance of gold notes bearing a legal tender clause was delayed for three years. 
During the war, nearly $1 billion of gold certificates had been redeemed, and the gold held in reserve 
exported to Europe. Demand for gold certificates was minimal at the end of the war, but much of the gold 
was quickly repatriated so the outstanding volume of gold certificates soon began to increase.  

Gold certificate production resumed, and in 1922-23 the BEP began delivering to the Treasury 
new legal tender Series of 1922 $10, $20, $50 and $100 Gold Certificates.2 The first $500s and $1000s 
followed two years later.3 Designs for the 1922 $100 and $500 denominations were virtually identical to 
those 1882 notes. 

Series of 1882 $500 Plates 
Five-hundred dollar gold certificates didn’t circulate widely, so demand for them was low and the 

occasional printings small. Consequently, those printing plates had long service lives. 
It was routine for the BEP to alter large-denomination large-size plates rather than make new 

ones with new signatures. During the 40 years the series was current, they prepared only four 1882 $500 
faces, but by altering them accounted for seven Treasury signature varieties (see Table 1).  

First 1922 $500 Face Plate 
The first Series of 1922 $500 gold certificate face plate was prepared by altering 1882 plate 

48047. The page for $500 1882 plates in the plate history ledger carries this definitive notation for 48047: 
“Altered, see new record of plates for alterations.” On the next page is a list of 1922 plates, and plate 
48047 appears again as having been altered into a 1922 plate and certified November 25, 1924. 

Table 1. Certified Series of 1882 $500 Gold Certificate Face Plates. 
Plate No.   Serial No.  Treasury Signatures  Certification Date  Comment 
811  1    Bruce‐Gilfillan Sep. 13, 1882  new plate 
812  1    Bruce‐Gilfillan Nov. 18, 1882  new plate  
812  1    Bruce‐Wyman 1883 1st alteration 
812  1    Rosecrans‐Hyatt    1887‐88    2nd alteration 
812  1    Lyons‐Roberts Aug. 16, 1899  3rd alteration 
812  1    Napier‐McClung    Jul. 24, 1911  4th alteration 
17552  2    Lyons‐Roberts Jan. 28, 1904  new plate 
17552  2    Napier‐McClung    Jul. 22, 1911  1st alteration 
17552  2    Parker‐Burke Jan. 29, 1914  2nd alteration 
17552  2    Teehee‐Burke Jun. 15, 1915  3rd alteration 
48047  4    Teehee‐Burke Jul. 12, 1915 new plate 
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Proofs lifted from the 1882 and 1922 versions of plate 48047 are shown in Figure 2. Notice that 
“ALTERED” is stamped in the left margin of the 1922 proof. 

Altering the 1882 face to a 1922 face required extensive work that included: (a) removal of the 
1882 act and “Department Series” legends; (b) addition of “Series of 1922” twice; (c) addition of the legal 
tender clause; (d) changing both Treasury signatures; and (e) revision of the plate serial number from 4 to 
1.   

Because high-denomination plates often were minimally used, they weren’t hardened or chromed 
when finished. Consequently, altering them was fairly easy because they didn’t have to be softened by 
dechroming or heating. 

The obsolete information was burnished off the plates by scraping or grinding. If this left a slight 
depression, the back of the plate was hammered to bow the front surface outward to make it flat. The 
damaged areas were then polished.   

The elements to be added were engraved into various component dies, the dies hardened and 
transfer rolls lifted from them. The rolls were hardened and used to imprint those elements onto the plate. 
The transfers were accomplished by mounting the rolls on a transfer press, registering the plate in the 
desired position to receive the transfers, and rocking the rolls over the plate to impress the images onto 
the plate. The old plate serial ground was away and a new plate serial number acid-etched in the same 
spot. 

Figure  2.  Series  of  1882  and  1922  proofs  lifted  from  plate  48047. Notice  the  numerous 
elements altered to produce the 1922 version. (Courtesy National Numismatic Collection.) 
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$500 Numbering Runs 
Press dates are unavailable for Series of 1882 $500 faces, but deliveries of serial numbers by 

fiscal years exist (see Table 2). In many cases, those deliveries correlate well with the available plate 
varieties. 

When printing of $500 gold certificates resumed in 1924, Series of 1922 plates were used. 
Speelman-White plate 48047 was logged out to the press room twice, from December 10-18, 1924 and 
January 13-16, 1925, and sheets from those printings provided the stock used for serial numbers E1-
E32000. 

Four electrolytic Speelman-White plates were made in May 1926 and used to print the rest of the 
Series of 1922 $500s. 

Treasury records showed 77,786 $500 gold certificates outstanding as of June 30, 1929,4 after 
which no more were issued. Luckily the notes from plate 48047 illustrated in Figure 1 have since avoided 
redemption. The 1882 serial D71522 note bearing plate serial number B4 was numbered in 1915-16. The 
1922 serial E5354 note carries revised plate serial number B1 and was numbered in 1924-25. What an 
amazing pair! 
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Table 2. Fiscal Year Deliveries of  
$500 Series of 1882 and 1922 Gold Certificates. 
FY  Notes  Serials    Series  Signatures 
1883  8,000  A1‐A8000  1882  Bruce‐Gilfillan
1884  20,000  A8001‐A28000  1882  Bruce‐Wyman 
1888  16,000  C1‐C16000  1882  Rosecrans‐Hyatt 
1900  36,000  C16001‐C52000  1882  Lyons‐Roberts 
1902  32,000  C52001‐C84000  1882  Lyons‐Roberts 
1904  60,000  C84001‐C144000  1882  Lyons‐Roberts 
1914  40,000  D1‐D40000  1882  Parker‐Burke 
1916  40,000  D40001‐D80000  1882  Teehee‐Burke 
1925  20,000  E1‐E20000  1922  Speelman‐White 
1926  12,000  E20001‐E32000  1922  Speelman‐White 
1927  52,000  E32001‐E84000  1922  Speelman‐White 
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